**Properties of Nitrogen/Silicon Doped Vertically Oriented Graphene Produced by ICP CVD Roll-to-Roll Technology**
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**Abstract:** Simultaneous mass production of high quality vertically oriented graphene nanostructures and doping them by using an inductively coupled plasma chemical vapor deposition (ICP CVD) is a technological problem because little is understood about their growth mechanism over enlarged surfaces. We introduce a new method that combines the ICP CVD with roll-to-roll technology to enable the in-situ preparation of vertically oriented graphene by using propane as a precursor gas and nitrogen or silicon as dopants. This new technology enables preparation of vertically oriented graphene with distinct morphology and composition on a moving copper foil substrate at a lower cost. The technological parameters such as deposition time (1–30 min), gas partial pressure, composition of the gas mixture (propane, argon, nitrogen or silane), heating treatment (1–60 min) and temperature (350–500 °C) were varied to reveal the nanostructure growth, the evolution of its morphology and heteroatom’s intercalation by nitrogen or silicon. Unique nanostructures were examined by FE-SEM microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and energy dispersive X-Ray scattering techniques. The undoped and nitrogen- or silicon-doped nanostructures can be prepared with the full area coverage of the copper substrate on industrially manufactured surface defects. Longer deposition time (30 min, 450 °C) causes carbon amorphization and an increased fraction of sp3-hybridized carbon, leading to enlargement of vertically oriented carbonaceous nanostructures and growth of pillars.
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1. **Introduction**

The importance of spatial alignment of one-dimensional carbonaceous nanomaterials (nanotubes, nanowires, nanorods) to their applications such as field emitters, electromechanical actuators, gas sensors, and catalysts has been well recognized [1–6]. These spatial alignment effects have been further extended to two-dimensional (2D) nanostructures, such as graphene. 2D graphene has attracted attention due to its high surface-area-to-volume ratio and extraordinary electrical properties on atomically thin sheets because of a tiny overlap between valence and conductance bands [7]. Another
advantage of graphene is due to its free-standing atomic crystals structure presenting molecular planes unprotected from the immediate environment which are stable under ambient conditions, and exhibit high crystal quality, continuously spread on a microscopic scale [8].

Vertically oriented graphene (VOG) have attracted interest because of their unique orientation, exposed sharp edges and non-stacking morphology that can be integrated into many functional devices including supercapacitors [9], Li-ion batteries [10], biosensors [11] and catalysts [12]. Superior chemical stability, higher electron conductivity and ion diffusivity, the cycling stability and larger surface area of VOG make it a competitive material for specific capacitance and its retention [13]. In Li-ion battery application, additional sites in VOG such as cavities, edges of the graphene basal planes, and those with hydrogen terminated groups act as hosts for charge carriers, thereby effectively increasing capacity compared to natural graphite or activated carbon [14,15]. The storage capacity, Li atom diffusion and catalytic property of VOG can be significantly enhanced via intercalation with various materials (e.g., N, Si, MnO₂, etc.) [16–22]. The higher electrical conductivity of VOG is related to the presence of pores and can be obtained if nitrogen acts as a dopant near the edge of the density of states in the sp³-hybridized carbon matrix, thereby promoting the 2D curvature and attachment to the sp²-hybridized carbon clusters [23]. The thinner edge planes of VOG lead to a higher specific capacitance arising from much larger area-specific edge topology than basal surface planes. Higher sp² hybridization content improves the charge storage capability, and the sp³-hybridized carbon increases the charge transfer resistance. However, for enhanced VOG performance in a specific surface area, its composition and the interlayer spacing should be well controlled during the preparation process.

Among the many methods used for VOG preparation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has demonstrated great potential for economical mass production, however, it requires elevated temperatures (800–1000 °C) and the costs for industrial manufacturing are high [24–26]. VOG growth can be achieved at lower temperatures (<800 °C) if the inductively coupled plasma chemical vapor deposition method (ICP CVD) is used, and it has become a key technique for the synthesis of high-quality coating without material damage and undesired defect formation [27–29]. Another advantage of CVD is due to the broad choice of available substrates for VOG preparation (e.g., SiO₂ and Al₂O₃ [30], Si [31], Ni [32], stainless steel [33–36], Cu [37–40], Co [41], Al and TiO₂ [42], Al₂O₃ [43], and Pt [44–46]). However, the VOG growth by ICP CVD is a complex, not well understood process because the changes in the VOG structure depend on a plasma source and a series of technological parameters including the type of a precursor gas (e.g., CH₄ (x = 1–3), CF₄, CHF₃, or C₂F₆), gas composition and its partial pressure, the deposition time, and heating treatment [47].

Extensive research has been performed to reveal the basics of the VOG growth mechanism and development of its morphology, especially during the initial nucleation period [48]. VOG can develop a wave shape by using a CH₄/H₂ gas mixture, with a smaller interlayer spacing and greater thickness, if only CH₄ is used. However, there is a limitation in the use of methane in the ICP CVD method that is associated with the number of defects in the VOG. The growth rate of VOG can be increased by using C₂H₂, providing reactive C₂ carbon dimers that play important role in the evolution of critical nuclei into vertically oriented carbonaceous nanostructures. Other reactive species include free radicals, ions and plasma reaction products [49]. Propane could be a useful precursor gas as its pyrolysis reaction products are 1-C₃H₇, 2-C₃H₇, C₃H₆, which rapidly decompose into C₂ species, e.g., C₂H₄ and C₂H₂ [50–52]. The presence of Ar can enhance the formation of critical species that are used for the VOG growth, i.e., C₂, H and ionic clusters of carbon, thereby significantly improving the plasma stability, resulting in a VOG network or VOG consisting of intercepted diamond carbons. Ionic clusters of carbon CₙHₙ (n ≥ 2, x = 1, 2, 3), Ar and H₂ ions/molecules, and energetic electrons serve as the building species for VOG growth via the ionic chain polymerization process. Accurate control over the gas proportion can determine the type of carbon hybridization (sp³, sp² or sp³) and crystallinity (amorphous α-C, mono- or polycrystalline carbon), thereby strongly influencing the VOG morphology and structure. However, it is difficult to define a certain precursor gas ratio for all the ICP.
CVD systems, even of the same type, due to the difference in plasma characteristics and operating conditions [27].

The formation of high quality VOG requires effective removal of amorphous α-C carbon; this can be performed by introducing etchants such as atomic hydrogen or oxygen, excited nitrogen and hydroxyl radicals (OH radical) [53]. However, care should be taken over the proper choice of effective etchants in order not to destroy sp²- and sp³-hybridized carbon in the VOG nanostructure. Among such effective etchants, nitrogen can promote the dissociation of CH₄, that is, to lose H atoms and to form C₂ and CN species, both of which were observed in N₂-containing ICP CVD systems during VOG growth [54,55]. N₂ can also change the VOG morphology and structure during its growth by substituting C atoms and introducing additional defects. As a result, nitrogen-doped VOG appear with reduced alignment and highly branching morphology, and with no obvious difference in the height and interlayer spacing [56].

Oxygen can control the synthesis of graphene by influencing the carbon network during the growth via the charge transfer process between the oxygen and Cu atoms to the carbon atom at the O-rich Cu sites [57]. The hydrogen prevents the formation of surface oxides on the metallic substrate. During the reaction, the hydrogen terminated substrate surface allows wrinkle-free graphene growth without any grain boundary [58]. The electronic properties of VOG can be controlled by introducing various heteroatoms (i.e., dopants) into VOG such as N, B, S, Al, Au, Ag, Fe, P, Sn and Si in order to increase the catalytic activity, long-term operational stability, surface reactivity and thermal conductivity [59–61]. Among the heteroatoms used as dopants, Si can modulate the electronic structure of graphene by opening a band gap, and enhance the charge carrier mobility that becomes comparable to that of boron-doped graphene [62,63]. The as-synthesized silicon-doped graphene film shows a considerably high carrier mobility of about 660 cm²/V·s at room temperature. Besides, silicon-doped graphene demonstrates great potential for storing hydrogen and enhanced adsorption of different molecules [64]. Doping of graphene by silicon is still rare and represents an emerging field, especially in catalytic research [65]. However, it is difficult to dope silicon atoms into a graphene lattice with stable Si-C bonds, because the atomic radius of silicon atoms (117 pm) is much larger than that of carbon atoms (77 pm). This limits the fundamental knowledge and understanding of the silicon doping mechanism of graphene [17].

Another important parameter in ICP CVD is the pressure that influences the plasma energy, formation of active species and VOG growth process, which is not simply proportional to the pressure or gas flow rate because of the complex plasma chemistry process [66]. In addition, the higher substrate temperature enhances the surface reaction kinetics by increasing the nucleation sites on both the substrate and the as-grown VOG layers [67]. Until now the accelerated growth of VOG coating on an enlarged surface area remains a critical prerequisite for industrial applications because of the low yield of the final product. For practical applications, lower temperature during the ICP CVD process will allow the use of flexible substrates (e.g., plastics), thereby opening new applications of VOG in the area of flexible electronic devices. Therefore, there is a need for a new technology that allows the up-scaling of VOG growth at a lower cost.

Coupling ICP CVD with roll-to-roll technology (RtR) will enable VOG growth and its mass production as a continuous film over enlarged surfaces [68]. The RtR method supports regular VOG formation on a larger scale, because the processability is good and its scalability is high, thereby making it suitable for mass production. However, combining these two methods requires extensive research effort in order to understand the VOG growth mechanism and reveal the influential parameters that control the morphology, crystallinity and composition during the formation and doping processes of vertically oriented carbonaceous nanostructures. The questions to be answered are: (1) Why does VOG prepared from various precursor gases, exhibit different adhesion to the substrate and develop individual topologies? (2) What are the influential technological parameters for preferential VOG growth, the increased thickness of VOG coating and a defined number of graphene layers in it? (3) How can one control the porosity and crystallinity of VOG coating and its efficient doping by different
compounds to meet industrial needs for the mass production of advanced functional electronic devices? At present, there is no general agreement on a unified theory to predict the VOG growth mechanism. New pathways for the desired VOG morphology and its coating thickness will be discovered by using specific technological parameters (i.e., plasma temperature, gas composition and flow rate, time of deposition and heating treatment).

Here, for the first time, we report a new method, which is based on the coupling of the ICP CVD system with RtR technology and was applied for in situ VOG formation and doping on a moving copper foil substrate. In this work, we demonstrated that the VOG coating is simultaneously produced and doped by nitrogen or silicon in the presence of propane as a precursor gas. As a novelty, we examined the dependence of a set of technological parameters of this unique technology on the VOG crystalline structure and morphology during the growth and doping processes. In particular, we provide new facts about the coexistence of VOG growth and heteroatom doping, which was enabled at a reduced substrate temperature in the range from 350 to 500 °C; the effects of deposition time (1–30 min) and heating treatment (<60 min) were also considered.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Propane (C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{8}, 99.6%) was purchased from Linde gas. Argon (Ar, 99.9%), nitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}, 99.9%) and silane (SiH\textsubscript{4}, 99.9%) were obtained from EuroGroup (Minsk, Belarus). A copper foil (99.8%, 35 µm thickness, HTE-Cu for Li-ion batteries application) was purchased from Ostec GmbH (Klipphausen, Germany).

2.2. Methods

An inductively coupled plasma chemical vapor deposition (ICP CVD) system consisting of a vacuum chamber with a 22 cm diameter radio frequency (RF) inductive coil connected to a matching block (MB) was designed by IZOVAC Technologies Ltd. (Minsk, Belarus). This system was employed to prepare vertically oriented graphene on a moving copper foil substrate as illustrated in Figure A1 (Appendix A). This ICP CVD system was coupled with the roll-to-roll apparatus, aiming at mass production of high-quality electrodes based on VOG grown on the copper foil through the rolling over process from one roll to the other (Figure 1A). Technological devices, which are placed between these rolls, form a VOG coating on the moving copper foil surface during the rolling over process. By request, these technological devices can be placed on the inner and outer sides of the copper foil surface in order to produce VOG nanostructures from both sides of the substrate. The copper foil substrate was heated to an elevated temperature in a range up to 500 °C by a heater and this temperature was kept for 20–60 min during the plasma process. A heater placed inside a holder drum was used to control the temperature of the copper foil via a K-type thermocouple stuck on the sample surface. VOG coating was produced in a working atmosphere consisting of \{C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{8} + Ar\}, \{C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{8} + Ar + N\textsubscript{2}\} or \{C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{8} + Ar + SiH\textsubscript{4}\} gas mixtures by varying the propane/argon partial pressure ratio as 1/10, 2/5 and 4/5 assuming the maximal volume of Ar ~500 cm\textsuperscript{3} (std. dev. ± 1%). Different VOG nanostructures were prepared via various technological parameters such as deposition time (min), heating time (min) and temperature (°C), see more details in Table 1.

In particular, the deposition time varied from 1 to 30 min, the C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{8} flow rate used was from 50 to 400 sccm and the total pressure was in the range from 0.8 to 1.4 Pa for the preparation of undoped VOG; 1.0 and 1.5 Pa were used for the production of two types of nitrogen-doped VOG and 1.5 Pa was used for the doping of VOG by silicon. A heater was employed to thermally treat a sample inside a holder drum at 350, 450 or 500 °C.
Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of the ICP CVD roll-to-roll apparatus for the mass production of VOG coating on a moving copper foil substrate. This technology enables preparation of an electrode with a VOG grown at lower processing temperature by using a radio frequency (RF) generator and a matching block (MB) as a plasma source; (B) True color photo images of the VOG-coated copper foil being prepared by using this technology (deposition time: 10 min, heating time/temperature: 40 min/450 °C, total pressure of \(\text{[C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar]}\) gas mixture: 1 Pa; (C,D) representative FE-SEM images of this VOG coating. Red arrows show surface defects of the copper foil, which occurred after industrial manufacturing.

Table 1. Technological parameters of the ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology for the preparation of vertically oriented graphene nanostructures in various gas mixtures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Deposition Time, min</th>
<th>Heating Time (min)/T (°C)</th>
<th>Pressure (+Ar), Pa</th>
<th>(\text{C}_3\text{H}_8), sccm</th>
<th>(\text{N}_2), Pa</th>
<th>(\text{SiH}_4), sccm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40/450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40/450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40/450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40/450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40/450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40/450</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20/350</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60/500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40/450</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45/450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45/450</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45/450</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45/450</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sccm: standard cubic centimeter per minute.

2.3. Characterization

The synthesized VOG substrates were characterized through several methods: field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and confocal Raman microscopy. The morphology of prepared VOG materials was analyzed by FE-SEM using a MIRA III (Tescan Brno, Brno, Czech Republic) at primary electron energy of 30 keV. The bulk elemental composition of prepared VOG coatings was obtained by using a SEM S-4800 microscope equipped with an EDX spectrometer at electron energy of 20 keV (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

Raman spectra were recorded by using a 3D inverted confocal Raman microscope Confotec NR500 from SOL Instruments Ltd. (Belarusian-Japanese joint venture “SOLAR TII”, Minsk, Belarus). The Si wafer with the characteristic Raman line at 520 cm\(^{-1}\) was taken as a reference for calibration, baseline and background correction during the integration time from 0.3 to 1 s. A linearly polarized diode laser beam at 473 nm excitation wavelength was focused through the objectives with the 100× magnification for Raman spectra acquisition with a grating of 600 gr/mm blazed at 600 nm under ambient air. The laser power was attenuated by using neutral density filters, which allow the transmission of a laser beam with respect to the optical density of the filter according to the equation \(\text{OD} = -\log(T)\) with
\[ T = \frac{I}{I_0} \text{ (}\tilde{I}\text{—transmitted intensity and } I_0\text{—incident laser intensity).} \]

The following values of OD (\(T\)) were used: 0.6 (25), 0.3 (50) and no filter (100).

Each sample was analyzed by calculating the crystallite size of carbonaceous nanostructures (\(L_a, \text{Å}\)) using the following equation \([69]\): \(L_a = \frac{(2.4 \times 10^{-10})\lambda_{\text{laser}}^{4}}{\text{IntD/IntG}} \) (1)

\(\lambda_{\text{laser}}\) is the laser excitation wavelength (473 nm) and IntD/IntG is the ratio of intensities (peak heights) of D and G bands (designated as “R”).

3. Results and Discussion

The unique ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology (Figure 1A) allows the formation of a uniform vertically oriented graphene (VOG) coating being continuous across surface steps and boundary grains of the copper foil with the full area coverage at the centimeter scale (Figure 1B). FE-SEM proves the formation of a uniform 2D coating at the microscale (Figure 1C,D), which is also prepared on the surface defects of the copper foil caused during the industrial manufacturing process. The carbonaceous coating consists of individual 2D VOG (Figure A2).

VOG can be considered as networks of carbonaceous nanostructures, which are vertically oriented on the substrate surface. As graphene (i.e., an allotrope form of carbon consisting of a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice) has a van der Waals diameter of carbon of about 0.345 nm \([7]\). In this work, we also examined the effects of the following technological parameters on the morphology (i.e., shape, height) and content of VOG coatings: (1) deposition time at isothermal (450 °C) and isobaric (1.0 Pa) conditions; (2) partial pressure of propane by varying heating time and temperature; (3) partial pressure of nitrogen at isothermal (450 °C) conditions, and (4) partial pressure of silane at isothermal (450 °C) conditions.

3.1. Effect of Deposition Time at Isothermal (450 °C) and Isobaric (1.0 Pa) Conditions

We investigated the evolution of the VOG morphology as a function of deposition time under isothermal (450 °C) and isobaric (1.0 Pa) conditions of synthesis (Samples 1–5 in Table 1).

FE-SEM micrographs show that longer deposition time leads to an enlargement in VOG leaves, which develop a less curved surface and the amount of coating increasing from ~203 nm (deposition time: 5 min, Figure 2A), 373 nm (10 min, Figure 2B) to 508 nm (15 min, Figure 2C), see Table 2. Most VOG coatings are supported by carbonaceous nanostructures that grow in the direction parallel to the Cu substrate as indicated by red arrows. However, after 30 min of deposition, vertically oriented pillars appeared with a mean diameter of ~36 nm, developing on top of the VOG edges (Figure 2D). The average height of this VOG coating was ~570 nm (Table 2).

FE-SEM revealed the presence of a bottom buffer layer in each type of these VOG coatings (Figure A3). The height of the buffer VOG layer increased with longer deposition time: ~34 nm after 5 min, ~43 nm after 10 min, ~65 nm after 15 min, and ~77 nm after 30 min (Table 2 and Figure A3E). It was observed that the buffer layer can be composed of amorphous graphite phase, the formation of which may be attributed to the insufficient time and temperature for the crystallization of carbon during the ICP CVD process \([9]\). We noticed that the buffer layer growth in a VOG film was self-limited on the copper foil substrate. For a deposition time less than 5 min, the copper surface was fully covered by a thin VOG coating (Figure A4). This full coverage may be explained by the thickening of VOG layers as a result of excess of carbon precipitation provided by propane as a source of carbon \([70]\). The growth of VOG nanostructures may be considered a step-flow process on the basis of nucleation at the bottom \([71]\). In this model, two adjacent graphene layers may be connected to each other and form a sealed tapered edge in the form of a zigzag or armchair, yielding thicker carbonaceous pillars (Figure 2D). The closed edges of these pillars may suppress the interlayer shear resulting in a bending rigidity comparable to carbon nanotubes \([72]\).
Next, we performed Raman analysis of a VOG coating in order to find out more about the defect density [73], disorder [74] and the carbon amorphization [75] through the characterization of the most prominent D, G, G’, (D+G) and 2D’ bands (Figures 2E and A5). The presence of all these Raman modes in each spectrum of VOG coating demonstrates the imperfect graphite and disordered carbons [76]. In general, the characteristic peak of D band is located at ~1350 cm\(^{-1}\) and arises due to a disorder-induced phonon mode, indicating the presence of disorders in the VOG nanostructure [74]. In our VOG coating, the D line appeared at higher wavenumber (e.g., ~1365 cm\(^{-1}\) after 1 min and ~1360 cm\(^{-1}\) after 30 min of deposition time), demonstrating the defective nanocrystalline graphite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Height of Coating, nm</th>
<th>Height of Buffer Layer, nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44 ± 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>203 ± 4</td>
<td>34 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>373 ± 22</td>
<td>43 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>508 ± 29</td>
<td>65 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>570 ± 36</td>
<td>77 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>189 ± 3</td>
<td>42 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>318 ± 5</td>
<td>22 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>308 ± 7</td>
<td>63 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>489 ± 6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>489 ± 6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>528 ± 8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>497 ± 22</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>564 ± 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. (A–D) Representative FE-SEM images of a VOG coating prepared by the ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology after 5, 10, 15 min (inset: a magnified FE-SEM image) and 30 min of deposition time at 450 °C and 1.0 Pa of total pressure; (E) Averaged Raman spectra of a VOG coating acquired at 473 nm excitation wavelength by using a 100× objective and 10 s of integration time. Color coding represents Raman spectra of VOG coatings being formed at different deposition time: 1 min (black, Sample 1), 5 min (red, Sample 2), 10 min (blue, Sample 3), 15 min (green, Sample 4) and 30 min (violet, Sample 5). (F) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of the D and G band lines calculated from the averaged Raman spectra versus deposition time. The “R” (in red color) represents the calculated IntD/IntG (peak height) ratio.

Table 2. Calculated values of the coating height and the height of the buffer layer derived from the FE-SEM images of VOG nanostructures.
with a structural disorder (Figure 2E). The characteristic peak of G band is located at ~1581 cm\(^{-1}\) and arises as the stretch vibration mode, indicating the presence of crystalline hexagonal graphite (i.e., \(sp^2\)-hybridized carbon network) [75]. In our VOG coating the G band appeared at higher wavenumber (~1598 cm\(^{-1}\)) after 1 min, but shifted to a lower frequency ~1582 cm\(^{-1}\) (after 30 min of deposition time) closer to its characteristic value. The peak shift of the G band to a lower frequency by ~17 cm\(^{-1}\) is indicative of the presence of nanocrystalline graphite [75]. 30 min of deposition time leads to a larger shift of the D band (by ~10 cm\(^{-1}\)) and of the G band, indicating the formation of the amorphous carbon phase, i.e., \(sp^2\)-bonded \(\alpha\)-C, consisting of distorted sixfold rings or rings of other orders involving the \(sp^3\)-hybridized structure [75]. The G band with a shoulder located at ~1622 cm\(^{-1}\) can be attributed to the \(D'\) band with its characteristic peak at 1620 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating structural disorder and the presence of small grains [73]. The G mode with a \(D'\) band as a shoulder is illustrative of the main structural transformation from a monocrystalline to a polycrystalline material [74].

Overall the presence of a triple Raman band vibration, i.e., \(G'\), \(\{D+G\}\) and 2\(D'\) modes, indicates the layered graphite structure at the nanoscale [74]. In general, the \(G'\) band is the second order of the D peak, which is a single peak in a monolayer graphene, i.e., this band is indicative for the stacking order of graphene sheets along the c axis [74], which is in agreement with the decreased intensity of the \(G'\) band (Figure A5A). The \(\{D+G\}\) band can arise due to the combination of phonons with different momenta, and indicates nanocrystalline disordered clusters, in agreement with our observation of the D band. In this triple band the 2\(D'\) peak is a second order of the \(D'\) band, and usually appears in defective samples.

Next, we analyzed the full width at half maximum (FWHM) values and the D/G peak intensity ratio (i.e., IntD/IntG) by calculating the peak height of two most prominent D and G Raman modes (Figure 2F). Thirty min of deposition time caused the nonlinear decrease of the IntD/IntG ratio (designated as “R” in Figure 2F), demonstrating the increased fraction of amorphous carbon [75] and ordering of the graphitic structure. Higher D peak and suppression of \(G'\) band may indicate the co-existence of the structures with \(sp^2\) and \(sp^3\) hybridization during longer deposition time (Figure A5B). Overall the decrease in the IntD/IntG ratio is illustrative of the terminated VOG growth [76]. The FWHM value of both the D and G Raman bands increased after 30 min of deposition time. At this condition an increased broadening of the G band, which is accompanied by the shift of the \(D'\) band (by ~12 cm\(^{-1}\)), and decreased IntD/IntG ratio are indicative of the presence of \(sp^2\)-hybridized carbon dimers in an ion-implanted diamond structure with \(sp^3\) hybridization content [75]. This is due to the change in the \(sp^2\)-hybridized carbon configuration from rings to olefinic groups with their vibrational frequencies lying above the band limit of graphite. We assumed that the carbon dimer density was low because of the presence of amorphous carbon fraction. Carbon amorphization can be derived from the broadening and decrease in intensity of all second order peaks modulated by the \(G'\), \(\{D+G\}\) and 2\(D'\) bands (Figure A5B). Overall, 30 min of deposition time caused carbon amorphization with increasing \(sp^3\)-hybridized carbon content in VOG.

3.2. Effect of Partial Pressure of Propane

Next, we examined the evolution of the VOG morphology as a function of the partial pressure of propane at isothermal conditions (450 °C) (Samples 6 and 9 in Table 1) (Figure 3A,D). Sample 6 represents ~1/10 of propane/argon partial pressure in the \([C_3H_8 + Ar]\) gas mixture and Sample 9 shows a 4/5 ratio. FE-SEM micrographs of Sample 6 revealed a curved surface topology of VOG coating with the mean height of ~189 nm (Figure 3A) grown above a bottom buffer layer (~42 nm) (Figure A6 and Table 2). In contrast, the height of the VOG coating of Sample 9 is ~489 nm and the carbon nanostructures become less curved (Figure 3D). At the partial pressure of propane comparable to the previously described Samples 1–5, shortening the heating time (20 min) and lowering the temperature (350 °C) leads to a morphology of VOG (Sample 7) that is comparable to Sample 3 (Figure 3B). However, the height of the VOG coating in Sample 7 is smaller (~318 nm vs. 373 nm in Sample 3) and the curved carbon walls are thinner (~8 nm vs. 16 nm in Sample 3) (Table 2). Increased
heating time (60 min) and higher temperature (500 °C) (Sample 8) lead to the formation of VOG morphology with an onion type of carbon nanostructures with the coating height ~308 nm (Figure 3C). Although the morphology of VOG in Sample 8 is comparable to Sample 4, the height of the coating in the latter is higher. This demonstrates that the proposed method for coating formation is efficient at lower T, i.e., 40/450 °C, and shorter operation time (40 min instead of 1 h).

Next, we performed the Raman analysis of Samples 6–9 and examined the primary D and G bands and their secondary modes (Figures 3E,F and A7). Each D band of a VOG coating is shifted towards higher frequency by ~15 cm\(^{-1}\) (Sample 6), ~13 cm\(^{-1}\) (Sample 7), ~10 cm\(^{-1}\) (Sample 8) and ~8 cm\(^{-1}\) (Sample 9) (Figure 3E). Each G band also shifted towards higher frequency by ~12 cm\(^{-1}\) (Sample 6), ~5 cm\(^{-1}\) (Samples 7 and 8) and ~3 cm\(^{-1}\) (Sample 9). SampleThis G mode appears with a shoulder at ~1625 cm\(^{-1}\) that is assigned to D' line, indicating a disordered nanocrystalline graphite with small polycrystalline grains (Sample 6). In Sample 7, the D' line appears as a split G peak at ~1615 cm\(^{-1}\), and in Samples 8 and 9, it causes the broadening of the G mode. The calculated FWHM values of D and G modes are shown in Figure 3F. Both D and G bands in Sample 6 are the narrowest demonstrating that G mode becomes localized on shorter sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon chains with a sharper length distribution. The IntD/IntG ratio is the highest for this VOG type (Sample 6), demonstrating higher disorder and the decreased number of carbon clusters, which become smaller. In Sample 7, both D and G bands became the broadest with an asymmetrical profile, demonstrating the formation of nanocrystalline graphite with many carbon clusters of different orders and dimensions containing sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon dimers in an ion-implanted diamond structure. The IntD/IntG ratio of this VOG type (Sample 7) is comparable to that of Sample 6, indicating higher disorder of the carbon network. Therefore, carbon amorphization of highly disordered polycrystalline VOG takes place at lower heating temperature (350 °C) after 20 min of thermal treatment. VOG prepared at higher heating temperature (Sample 8, 500 °C) and longer thermal treatment (60 min instead of 40 min) show the lowest IntD/IntG ratio, indicating clustering of sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon sites into fairly ordered aromatic rings and increased order of the polycrystalline structure with a smaller number of ordered

![Figure 3. (A–D) Representative FE-SEM images of a VOG coating prepared by the ICP CVD roll-to-roll method at technological parameters corresponding to Samples 6–9. (E) Averaged Raman spectra of these VOG coatings (473 nm excitation wavelength, 100× objective, 10 s of integration time). Color coding represents the samples by numbering. (F) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of the D and G lines calculated from the averaged Raman spectra. The “R” (in red color) represents the calculated IntD/IntG (peak height) ratio.](image-url)
hexagons. The IntD/IntG ratio and FWHM values in Sample 8 are comparable to those of Sample 9 (highest partial pressure of propane).

The second order $G'$, $[\text{D+G}]$ and $2D'$ bands are most prominent in Sample 6, confirming the presence of highly disordered polycrystalline nanographitic structure with decreased amount of carbon clusters (Figure A7A). In this sample, the $G'$ band was strongly shifted towards higher frequency (by $\sim$11 cm$^{-1}$), indicating pronounced changes in the stacking order of graphene sheets along the c axis [73] (Figure A7B). In contrast, the $[\text{D+G}]$ band was strongly shifted towards lower frequency (by $\sim$15 cm$^{-1}$) in Samples 7–9, pointing out to the presence of nanocrystalline disordered carbon clusters. The $2D'$ band was strongly shifted towards higher frequency in all VOG types: by $\sim$27 cm$^{-1}$ (Sample 6) and $\sim$73 cm$^{-1}$ (Samples 7–9), demonstrating defects introduced in the polycrystalline carbon network.

3.3. Effect of Partial Pressure of Nitrogen or Silane at Isothermal (450 °C) Conditions

We applied FE-SEM method in order to characterize the changes in VOG morphology in the $[\text{C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar} + \text{N}_2]$ or $[\text{C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar} + \text{SiH}_4]$ gas mixture by varying the partial pressure of nitrogen or silane (Figure 4A–D and Figure A8). Similarly to the undoped VOG coating (Figure 1C,D), the nitrogen-doped or silicon-doped VOG coating also consists of carbonaceous nanostructures being continuous across surface defects of copper foil substrate with the full area coverage at the centimeter scale (Figure A8A,B,E,F). However, the presence of nitrogen significantly changed the VOG morphology, which acquired a tightly packed form of thick pillars with a mean diameter of $\sim$50 nm after preparation in atmosphere at lower N$_2$ partial pressure (Sample N1) (Figure A8C,D) and $\sim$90 nm being formed at higher N$_2$ partial pressure (Sample N2) (Figure 4A,B).

**Figure 4.** (A,B) Representative FE-SEM images of top and cross section views of nitrogen-doped VOG (Sample N2) and (C,D) silicon-doped VOG (Sample S2) prepared by the ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology in the $[\text{C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar} + \text{N}_2]$ gas mixture at 1.0 Pa N$_2$ partial pressure and $[\text{C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar} + \text{SiH}_4]$ at $\sim$12.5% (i.e., 100 sccm) of SiH$_4$ partial pressure, both at 1.5 Pa of total pressure. (E) Averaged Raman spectra of nitrogen-doped VOG (Samples N1 and N2) and silicon-doped VOG (Samples S1 and S2) (473 nm excitation wavelength, 100× objective, 10 s of integration time). (F) Full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of the D and G bands calculated from the averaged Raman spectra. The “R” (in red color) represents the calculated IntD/IntG (peak height) ratio.
The estimated averaged height of nitrogen-doped VOG coating is ~489 nm (Sample N1, Figure A8C) and ~528 nm (Sample N2, Figure 4A). In FE-SEM images of this type of coating the increased VOG density packing and the vertical orientation of pillars may indicate that the electric field, which directs the growth of nanostructures, can be localized above the substrate during the plasma process [27,77]. At these conditions in atmosphere at lower N$_2$ partial pressure, VOG pillars were assembled into nanostructures, consisting of agglomerated columns (Figure A8D). In atmosphere at higher N$_2$ pressure, these VOG pillars fuse and form columns with increased thickness (Figure 4B), thereby enlarging the surface packing area. FE-SEM revealed the presence of excessive amount of nucleation centers in this VOG coating as indicated by red arrows (Figure 4A). Higher N$_2$ pressure may increase the internal stress arising from the temperature gradients, ion bombardment and lattice mismatch between the copper substrate and graphitic material. Therefore, it may cause defects or buckling in the buffer layer, resulting in an increased number of nucleation sites, which promote the VOG growth and its tighter packing structure [27]. Higher pressure may also increase the step-flow process leading to an increased number of nucleation centers (i.e., Volmer-Weber islands) at the bottom of the copper foil substrate [71]. EDX analysis reveals the presence of nitrogen in these VOG coatings, which increases at higher N$_2$ partial pressure (Table A1).

In contrast to nitrogen, the presence of silane does not cause the formation of pillars, but a smoothly dense vertically oriented carbonaceous coating (Figure A8G,H and Figure 4C,D). FE-SEM reveals that the surface of a silicon-doped VOG coating is composed of non-uniform tightly packed grains with a mean diameter ~32 nm (Sample S1, Figure A8H) that become larger at twice the higher partial pressure of silane, i.e., ~67 nm (Sample S2, Figure 4D). The overall height of this type of coating is ~497 nm (Sample S1) and ~564 nm (Sample S2), which is comparable to the nitrogen-doped VOG.

EDX analysis of Sample S2 revealed the presence of C (~63 at.%), O (~19 at.%) and Si (~18 at.%) (Figure A9 and Table A1). Similarly to the nitrogen-doped coating, the amount of Si in VOG also increases at higher pressure of silane. The presence of oxygen may point to the soft and porous structure of VOG film [78,79]. On one hand, oxygen may be physisorbed on the VOG surface (the adsorption energy is ~−0.085 eV) and its interaction with the carbon network may occur via the electron transfer reaction from graphene to the O$_2$ molecule [80]. On the other hand, the O$_2$ molecule may be chemisorbed on the surface of Si-doped graphene in a parallel direction to the graphene plane, this being the most energetically favorable configuration through the formation of two chemical bonds with the Si atom (adsorption energy is ~−1.439 eV) [80]. The chemisorbed O$_2$ molecule may be effectively dissociated on Si-doped graphene via cycloaddition, followed by the cleavage of the activated oxygen bond of O$_2$. Silicon as a dopant has a larger atomic radius than carbon and oxygen, and may protrude outside of the graphene plane [19]. The Si atom may bind strongly at the defect site because the corresponding diffusion barrier for Si atom is about 80 eV. The O$_2$ molecule may be placed in a tilted position with the surface being adsorbed over Si atom of the graphene plane. The Si atom may be more inclined in order to provide free electrons to the electron system of graphene and may bind to the sp$^3$-hybridized carbon. The presence of SiC is probable because it can be obtained from the mixture consisting of SiH$_4$ and CH$_4$ at relatively low temperature (e.g., <450 °C) and also by decomposition due to the mixture of CH$_4$ and Ar. The presence of silica particles cannot be completely excluded in a silicon-doped VOG film, although silane was diluted in Ar in order to prevent the formation of radicals from silane in plasma. We assumed that in nitrogen-doped VOG, a negligible amount of SiO$_2$ can be introduced to the VOG from the reaction CVD chamber via the desorption from its walls. According to the Ellingham diagram, Si oxidizes at any oxygen partial pressure higher than ~10$^{−26}$ atm at elevated temperatures [81]. The Si impurities in molten Cu metal cannot be separated easily due to the formation of SiO$_2$ inclusions, which contain some copper oxide regions around them. These impurities may enhance the catalytic activity of the copper substrate in the decomposition of CH$_4$ [82].
Next, we performed a Raman analysis of nitrogen- and silicon-doped VOG in order to examine the changes in the crystalline and amorphous phases of carbon as a result of doping effect (Figure 4E,F and Figure A10). In contrast to undoped VOG coating (Figures 2E and 3E), Raman spectra of nitrogen- and silicon-doped VOG show broader D and G bands starting to overlap; this is correlated to a distribution of clusters with different orders and dimensions (Figure 4E). The second order G', [D+G] and 2D' bands are more pronounced in a silicon-doped VOG, but they become less defined in Sample N1 and appear as a broad feature from ~2600 to 3300 cm\(^{-1}\) in Sample N2, indicating the formation of amorphous carbon (Figure A10A). We suggest that in nitrogen-doped VOG, no transition takes place from \(\alpha\)-C (amorphous carbon) to \(t\alpha\)-C (diamond amorphous carbon) because the G band is not dispersive and not shifted to ~1570 cm\(^{-1}\) (only to ~1593 cm\(^{-1}\)), and the IntD/IntG ratio is relatively high.

In nitrogen-doped VOG these two modes are stronger than in a silicon-doped coating, indicating the nanocrystalline graphite. The Raman D band of nitrogen-doped VOG at lower N\(_2\) partial pressure is shifted towards lower frequency (by ~7 cm\(^{-1}\)), but appears at its characteristic peak position (~1350 cm\(^{-1}\)) at higher partial pressure of nitrogen. The D band shift to the lower frequency in Sample N1 may be caused by a decreased number of ordered aromatic rings on passing from nanocrystalline graphite to amorphous \(\alpha\)-C carbon with increasing disorder in the structure because of higher IntD/IntG ratio (~1.26). This IntD/IntG ratio is increased in Sample N2 (~1.29), implying that the nanocrystalline graphite developed amorphous carbon domains under higher N\(_2\) partial pressure [83–85], meaning that nitrogen can be mostly incorporated in sp\(^2\)- and cross-linked sp\(^3\)-hybridized carbon network [86–88]. Overall, a higher IntD/IntG ratio is accompanied with larger values for the size of graphitic clusters \(L_a\), demonstrating an increased number of distorted clusters until their closure (Figure A10B). The incorporation of nitrogen into the VOG carbon network may occur via the electron charge transfer from C to N [89]. These nitrogen atoms may inject a pair of electrons into the \(\pi\)-conjugated system and alter the HOMO and LUMO distribution in graphene [90]. The possible binding states in nitrogen-doped VOG may be sp\(^3\)-hybridized C–N [86] and sp\(^2\)-hybridized trigonal C–N. Nitrogen atoms may have three sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon neighbors in substitutional graphite sites [88]. We may assume the formation of the carbon nitride structure (e.g., theoretically predicted \(\beta\)-C\(_3\)N\(_4\) phase) [84], in which the first nitrogen atoms go into sites where they bond only to aromatic carbon atoms. Some of the N atoms may form a bond to sp\(^3\)-hybridized carbon when more nitrogen is incorporated into VOG, which is feasible at elevated temperature (350–550 °C) [85]. At this temperature the tetrahedral component of the C–N bond tends to undergo a transition into a more stable trigonal configuration, characterized by a high level of aromatic electrons available for charge transport. This transition may be accompanied by the transformation to a three-dimensional nitrogen-doped carbon network structure [91]. The carbon lattice network of VOG may be enriched with nitrogen, whereby nitrogen is placed instead of carbon in case of an increased concentration of nitrogen in the reaction chamber [92]. Overall, doping of amorphous carbon layers by nitrogen may lead to a higher electrical conductivity because N acts as a dopant near the edge of the density-of-states in the sp\(^3\)-hybridized carbon matrix. Previous studies have shown that doping the carbon network with nitrogen may lead to a higher Young’s modulus, because N acts to promote the three-dimensional curvature and attachment to the sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon clusters [87].

However, in silicon-doped VOG the partial pressure of silane does not change the peak position of the D band (~1350 cm\(^{-1}\)), revealing better ordering in the structure. In contrast to nitrogen-doped VOG, doping by silicon may lead to a more developed sp\(^2\)-hybridized graphitized structure, which may be more enhanced at higher partial pressure of silane, because of the lower IntD/IntG ratio (Figure 4F). In contrast to nitrogen-doped VOG, the decreased IntD/IntG ratio at higher partial pressure of silane and smaller \(L_a\) values demonstrate increased ordering in the structure, with a higher number of less distorted clusters (Figure A10B). In addition, the decrease in the D peak intensity also indicates that the as-grown VOG coating is of higher quality. We can assume that there are no progressively introduced defects into the graphite layer because no softening of the G band takes place, i.e., no dispersion and no shift to the lower frequency range.
We assume that the layer-edge surfaces were not generated by fracture, and that the layer-plane surface was etched and then annealed because the D band did not show a doublet with \(D_1\) (~1350 cm\(^{-1}\)) and \(D_2\) (~1370 cm\(^{-1}\)) [76]. The presence of oxygen in the gaseous reaction atmosphere led to the higher frequency shift of the G band in both nitrogen- and silicon-doped VOG, but did not change the D band position in a silicon-doped VOG, suggesting the change in the chemical potential and polarizability in the carbonaceous coating. There is no D’ band (~1620 cm\(^{-1}\)), which is mainly attributed to the low degree of crystalline structure caused by lower growth temperature, suggesting VOG composed of graphite with higher crystallinity. This crystallinity with higher ordering structure is more pronounced in a silicon-doped VOG. The shift of the G band may indicate the formation of nanocrystalline graphite at the initial nucleation state. However, this shift occurs without the appearance of the D’ band, indicating the formation of larger grains in a polycrystalline structure, which is typical for a large scale CVD graphene films consisting of numerous grain boundaries, in agreement with our SEM observation [93,94].

We suggest that chemical doping of VOG by Si may occur via the substitutional pathway rather than by the surface transfer process. In the substitutional pathway, Si heteroatoms may replace the carbon atoms in the skeleton and break the structure of graphene because the IntD/IntG ratio decreases as a result of the slight local distortions of a graphene lattice induced by the Si atoms embedded in the lattice. In contrast to nitrogen, the incorporation of silicon into the carbon network did not bring new charge carriers, which is consistent with silicon substituting carbon in the trigonal arrangement.

In both nitrogen- and silicon-doped VOG the FWHM value increases with higher partial pressure of nitrogen or silane, pointing to an increased content of sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon in VOG after doping (Figure 4F). Notably, the sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon consists of parallel graphitic layers with \(\sigma\) planar-bond and \(\pi\)-bond between the layers, giving rise to weak Van-der-Waals forces. Therefore, an increased sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon content may lead to the domination of the valence and conduction bands, consisting of the bonding and antibonding \(\pi\) and \(\pi^*\) orbitals, resulting in improved electrical conductivity. The degree of sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon clustering, but not directly the sp\(^3\)-hybridized content, may correlate with the optical and mechanical properties of VOG. The clustering of sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon sites into fairly ordered aromatic rings may require the conversion of sp\(^3\)-hybridized carbon sites to sp\(^2\)-hybridized carbon sites followed by the increase of the sp\(^2\)-hybridized cluster size, which is mostly pronounced in Samples N1 and N2, but also in Samples S1 and S2, and Samples 4 and 5 (Figure A10B).

### 3.4. Possible Growth Mechanism of Nitrogen- or Silicon-Doped VOG

The formation of a VOG coating occurs through an interface, which is distinct in structure, composition and mechanical properties from the coating and the substrate. Above the substrate, two distinct regions or layers can be observed. One VOG layer is located immediately above the substrate, i.e., the buffer layer. Another layer rests on top of the initial layer with its interface. The buffer layer may be composed of amorphous carbon and graphitic layering on the surface. Some mismatches in the graphitic layers can also be observed. The upper VOG layer nucleates from carbon onions [95]. Similar to the buffer layer, the onions also serve as active nucleation sites for further VOG growth. The graphene layers grow in tangential direction, naturally leading to a flower shaped structure. The vertical growth may be initiated by the active edges or steps after nucleation. These steps are not straight, but in a round shape and arch upward, playing the same role as the active edges that mediate the VOG growth in the upward direction. Straight edges are closed and may consist of numerous graphene layers. There is a tendency for edge closure of two adjacent graphene layers under high temperature, leading to the natural cessation of the growth.

The VOG growth rate may be closely related to the gas dissociation energy and the formation of reactive C\(_2\) dimers in plasma. Plasma can produce a relatively larger chemical potential gradient near the surface through ion focusing effects and fast delivery of precursors. The ion bombardment on the surface plays an important role for nucleation by creating active sites for neutral radical bonding [96]. It may also increase the temperature of the top surface layer and the diffusion coefficient due to the
nonuniform electric field on the surface. In the plasma, C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{8} undergoes pyrolysis yielding species such as C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6}, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5}, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}, CH\textsubscript{4}, CH\textsubscript{3}, which decompose into pure carbon and H\textsubscript{2} during the reactions between argon ions and highly energetic electrons in the gas phase \cite{51}. Below the threshold temperature of 450 °C, carbon species generated by RF plasma are unable to dissolve into the copper substrate, hydrocarbons are adsorbed on the surface, decomposed by the Cu surface and form graphene. Instead of dissolving and precipitating on the surface of the transition metals, the hydrocarbon precursors may directly dissociate on the surface of Cu, then assemble into graphene structure. Pure carbon and H\textsubscript{2} may be transported towards the copper foil surface resulting in the formation of a carbonaceous coating. A suitable amount of H atoms or OH radicals can etch the amorphous carbon and contribute to the vertically oriented growth of graphene nanostructures. The resulting graphene has a center comprised of C and outer ring, proving the growth is only surface mediated because of the low carbon solubility on Cu substrate \cite{97}.

The VOG growth may be considered as a step-flow process on the basis of nucleation at the bottom. At lower temperatures (<450 °C), graphene may be formed from the carbide surface that is created upon exposure to hydrocarbons through the carbon segregation from bulk to the graphene-carbide interface. The increase in the partial pressure of propane may also increase the nucleation density of graphene on the substrate, thereby causing the formation of multiple graphene domains, and may result in a highly packed polycrystalline graphite nanostructure. The thickness of VOG nanostructures may depend on the number of layers, which nucleate from the bottom. The vertical growth of VOG is controlled via the inductively coupled plasma power and the heating temperature of a copper foil substrate, i.e., determined by the magnitude of the electric field, which directs the growth of nanostructures. Nanostructures become larger when the growth is dominant at the free edges of the graphene, and acquire thicker walls at active steps/edges on their two sides. Higher plasma power may lead to the formation of a denser VOG at a lower temperature (< 450 °C). We assume that smaller and denser VOG can also be grown as a result of increased CH\textsubscript{4} concentration, the density of plasma and number of radicals. The latter may be increased by the presence of silane in the reaction gaseous mixture. In the plasma, silane may react with the carbonaceous species leading to the formation of silicon carbide, carbon and silicon in their pure states. The presence of Ar may promote the formation of C\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2} and their interaction with silicon and oxygen on the copper substrate surface. Oxygen atoms, H\textsubscript{2} and hydroxyl radicals may etch the amorphous carbon layer and remove the unnecessary nucleation sites, thereby favoring the growth of large area single carbon crystals through the healing of any structural defects occurring during the growth \cite{98}.

4. Conclusions

A new method was developed for the mass production of vertically oriented graphene nanostructures (VOG) on a moving copper foil substrate at lower temperature (<500°C). This method is based on a unique ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology enabling in situ simultaneous growth and doping of VOG nanostructures by nitrogen or silicon. This technology allows the formation of a uniform 2D VOG coating, which is continuous on the surface defects of the copper foil substrate over the enlarged area, at the centimeter scale. For the first time, the mass production of a VOG coating was enabled by using propane as a carbon source.

A set of technological parameters such as deposition time, gas partial pressure (propane, nitrogen or silane) and heating treatment allow for control over the VOG wall thickness, height of coating and its buffer layer, and for morphology that varies from thin (several nm) curved nanostructures to thicker (tens and hundreds nm) pillars of various packing density. Shorter deposition time (1 min, 450 °C—Sample 1, or 10 min, 350 °C—Sample 7) leads to thin VOG. Longer deposition time (30 min, 450 °C—Sample 5) can cause carbon amorphization and an increased fraction of sp\textsuperscript{3}-hybridized carbon, leading to enlargement of VOG nanostructures with developed vertical pillars. Prolonged heat treatment (60 min, 500 °C—Sample 8) causes clustering of diamond sites into ordered aromatic rings and increased order in the polycrystalline VOG nanostructure.
In the atmosphere of nitrogen, nanocrystalline VOG develops amorphous carbon domains and nitrogen can be incorporated in aromatic and cross-linked sp\(^3\)-hybridized carbon networks. VOG nanostructures develop a much tighter packing surface topology without interruption of the regular carbonaceous coating, when doped by silicon. This silicon-doped VOG coating acquires a smoother surface and consists of finer grains, which significantly decrease in size at higher concentrations of doped silicon.

We believe that nitrogen-doped VOG coating can find its application in catalysis, while silicon-doped VOG film can be used for Li-ion batteries and supercapacitor applications, enabling better specific capacitance and cycling stability. The proposed ICP CVD roll-to-roll method could be successfully extended to the mass production of VOG doped with other materials in a single step procedure, thereby significantly advancing VOG charge carrier properties.
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**Appendix A**
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**Figure A1.** Schematic illustration of an inductively coupled plasma chemical vapor deposition (ICP CVD) system coupled to a roll-to-roll (RtR) apparatus, i.e., new ICP CVD Roll-to-Roll technology, which was used for the formation of vertically oriented graphene (VOG) nanostructures on a moving copper foil substrate. This system was connected to a power source, a mass flow controller (Pneucleus Technologies LLC, Hollis, NH, USA), two gas inlets, a radio frequency (RF) generator (13.56 MHz) and a matching block (MB), a drum and a heater designed by IZOVAC TECHNOLOGIES Ltd. The following abbreviations were used:

- **ICP**—the source of inductively coupled plasma;
- **RF generator**—a radio frequency signal generator to be used for the plasma process;
- **RF matching block**—a matching unit aiming at transmatch of output resistance of a high frequency generator with load impedance. This unit was connected to the circuit between a technological device and a transmission line of the generator.
- **Gas**—a gas inlet for the delivery of a gaseous mixture into the reactor interior;
- **Drum**—a rotating sample holder to fix the copper foil;
- **Heater**—a system consisting of electrodes to heat a sample to a desired temperature.
In the ICP CVD system, high vacuum pumping was conducted by a turbomolecular pump, Edwards STP-iXA3306 coupled to a mechanical unit Edwards E2M40 (Edwards Russia, Khimki, Russian). The total working pressure in a chamber was up to 1.5 Pa and the residual pressure was \( \sim 8 \times 10^{-4} \) Pa.

**Figure A2.** Representative FE-SEM image of VOG nanostructures, which were grown on the moving copper foil substrate by using a ICP CVD roll-to-roll method at the following technological parameters: deposition time: 5 min, partial pressure of propane: 2/5 in \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar} \) mixture and heating treatment: 40 min at 450 °C.

**Figure A3.** (A–D) Representative FE-SEM images of VOG coatings prepared on the copper foil substrate at deposition time: 1 min (A), 5 min (B), 15 min (C) and 30 min (D), and heating treatment: 40 min at 450 °C at 2/5 partial pressure of propane in \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar} \) gas mixture. Red arrows point to the presence of a bottom buffer layer. (E) Calculated values of the overall height of a VOG coating and its buffer layer thickness obtained from the FE-SEM images. In the plot, the numbers along the x axis indicate the VOG samples.

**Figure A4.** (A–C) Representative FE-SEM images of VOG coatings prepared on the copper foil substrate after 1 min of deposition time and heating treatment: 40 min at 450 °C at 2/5 partial pressure of propane in \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_8 + \text{Ar} \) gas mixture. Red arrows in (A) point to the defects of copper foil caused during the industrial manufacturing process and in (C) to the VOG nucleation centers.
Figure A5. (A) Averaged Raman spectra of VOG coatings (Samples 1–5) measured at 473 nm excitation wavelength (100× objective and 10 s of integration time). (B) Peak intensity values of G’, [D+G] and 2D’ Raman secondary order modes versus deposition time from 1 to 30 min (Samples 1–5).

Figure A6. Representative FE-SEM image of VOG (Sample 6) prepared by the ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology.

Figure A7. (A) Averaged Raman spectra of VOG Samples 6–9 and (B) peak positions of G’, [D+G] and 2D’ Raman secondary order modes of these samples.
Figure A8. (A–D) Representative FE-SEM images of nitrogen-doped VOG coating prepared by the ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology at 0.5 Pa partial pressure of $N_2$ in $C_3H_8 + Ar + N_2$ gas mixture (Sample N1). (E–H) Representative FE-SEM images of silicon-doped VOG at $\frac{3}{4}$ partial pressure of $SiH_4$ in $C_3H_8 + Ar + SiH_4$ gas mixture (Sample S1).

Figure A9. EDX spectrum of silicon-doped VOG (Sample S2) measured without Cu foil substrate.

Figure A10. (A) Averaged Raman spectra of nitrogen-doped (Samples N1 and N2) and silicon-doped (Samples S1 and S2) VOG coatings obtained at 473 nm excitation wavelength (10 s of integration time and 100× objective). (B) Calculated values of nanographite size ($L_n$, nm) of all types of VOG coatings by using the $IntD/IntG$ ratio of most prominent D and G Raman bands. The numbers (1–9), N1 and N2, S1 and S2 along the $x$ axis indicate VOG samples.
Table A1. Elemental composition of undoped, nitrogen- (Samples N1 and N2) and silicon-doped VOG coatings (Samples S1 and S2) obtained from the EDX spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Atomic Number</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Norm. C [wt.%]</th>
<th>Atom. C [at.%]</th>
<th>Error [wt.%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undoped</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>K-series</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Undoped VOG were prepared by ICP CVD roll-to-roll technology after 10 min of deposition time and 45 min of heating at 450 °C and 1.0 Pa of total pressure.
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